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Abstract

This research aim to determine what factors are included in the service excellence based on corporate entrepreneurship, whether these factors affect the patient satisfaction, and which factors that influencing dominantly to patient satisfaction. The research design of this study is exploratory quantitative approach, which is conducted in two stages. The first step, the research conducted by open-ended question to explore the perception of the 40 patients about the service excellence of the hospital, so it can be known the factors which include in service excellence based on corporate entrepreneurship can be developed in the improvement of health services at the Dr. Soetomo Hospital after the implementation of BPJS, then proceed with a structure close-ended question to 400 patient of Health-BPJS. The sampling technique was by purposive non-random sampling. The result of this study are, first, factors affecting patient satisfaction of Health-BPJS participant after get treatment at the government hospital (Dr. Soetomo Hospital and Haj Public Hospital) formed by six factors. Factors that formed was named by the reliability factor, empathy factor, the factor means of support, administrative factor, service factors, and factors of hospital hygiene. Second, indicators with the highest loading values obtained from the rotation calculation factors are indicators of X13 on the reliability factor is the health services infrastructure supported by sophisticated technology.
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1. Introduction

Hospital is health care providers involved in the implementation of UHC (Universal Health Coverage) which is a national program of the government. Improving the quality of hospital services is important in order to meet the needs of patients. The UHC program find the problem in the field of the health service, for example lengthy of administrative process, lack of medical personnel, as well as the public health infrastructure is still a shortage (1). Ashish Jha, professor of health policy at Harvard University School of Public Health, the result of his study suggests that more than 40 million people worldwide are harmed by poor hospital care every year, mainly in developing countries (http://www.voanindonesia.com). Puspitasari and Arifianty (2) research’s findings show patient in hospital X in Indonesia complained to medical personnel who are less communicative, less friendly personnel, cleanliness less intact, slow service, doctors can rarely be met, damage to facilities, and other complaints. It can be seen that there are still many patients who are not satisfied with the service of hospital X. Punnakitikashem et al. (3) in Mohebifar et al., (4) notes that the hospital began to realize the importance of measuring, monitoring, and improving the quality of health services to provide patient satisfaction. The provision of high quality services also becomes important to achieve the Millennium Development. The hospital managers underlined the main objective to attract many patients and make them become loyalty by meet the expectations of the patient and try to respond them effectively, therefore, hospital managers need to understand the overall on how to improve service quality (5) in (4). Superior service quality is the key to gain an excellence competitive in the service industry. The customer satisfaction depends on their perception of service quality and their trust to company service providers (6-8) in (9). Patients have a hope in a health service hospital and demanded the accuracy, reliability, responsiveness, and empathy (8, 10, 11) in (12). The company will revive customer perception of service quality by providing better quality services to customers (9), therefore, the hospital management needs to understand the concept of corporate entrepreneurship.

Corporate entrepreneurship refers to activities such as innovation, risk taking, and strategic renewal in the company (13) in (14). Organizations must adapt to survive, compete, due to customer demand and changes in the economic environment. Schumpeter defines corporate entrepreneurship as creative destruction in which companies make changes, both in products and production methods (15). One of the advantage of corporate entrepreneurship is their closeness to customers because of the innovation (16) in (15). Because of the corporate entrepreneurship concept, a hospital needs to do a better service for their patient, and make the patient as the priority to be served even patients who use the facilities Health-BPJS that have proceeded.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Service Quality
Service quality is a combination of service attributes or the dimension of customers need (17) in (18). Service quality is more difficult to understand if compared to products that are visible physically because the judgment depends on the individual attitudes and perceptions (18). One way that service providers can do to differentiate their services from competitors is providing the best-service quality (19, 20) in (18).

Yuen and Thai (18) suggests that service quality is an important factor in influencing customer satisfaction. Service quality and customer satisfaction is an important factor for choosing the next company’s, whether consumers continue to use the service at the same company or switch to another company (8, 21, 22) in (23). Numerous research show that by increasing the service quality, the company is able to satisfy their customers and maintain the customer loyalty (9).

### 1.1. Service Excellence Quality

Mohebifar et al. (10) explains that in order to evaluate the satisfaction and customer expectations of service quality, SERVQUAL models has been used that introduced by Parasuraman and Zeithaml (24) SERVQUAL is comparing the service expectations which will be accepted by customers and the actual service received (25). If the reality is more than expected, the quality of service can be said excellent, but if the reality was less than expected, then the service is said to be inferior. And if the fact is same with the hope, so the service is satisfactory. Thus the service quality can be defined as the extent of the difference between reality and expectations of customers to the services they receive. The expectations of the customers are essentially same as the service which provided by the company to customers. The expectation of customers is based on information by word of mouth, personal needs, past experience, and external communications (advertising and various promotion of other companies).

### 1.2. Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is regarding the quality associated with the company’s core services, which the satisfaction reflects to the customer experience with the service. Improving the quality which is not suitable with consumer’s needs, it will not make the customer satisfied (18). In the marketing literature, customer satisfaction can lead to a positive attitude on consumer behavior (26) in (18). Consumers who are satisfied are more likely to show loyalty to the company to re-use the company’s services or recommend to others (27) in (18). Satisfaction is defined by (28) in (29) as happy feeling or disappointed which the result of the comparison of the real performance of a product (as a result) with the expectations. Satisfaction means the providing of goods and services by a company may cause certain valuation by consumers, so consumers remain positively engaged with the company (30), in Lu et al., (31), also suggested that satisfaction is a positive attitude of consumers towards the product or service that could increase the repeat purchases.

High satisfaction means that the company’s performance is actually better than the customers expectations, which causes the customer to use or buy the same products or services again (32, 33) in (31). When the company’s performance is not the same or worse than customers expectations, so customers will not be satisfied so it will appears negative response (34) in (31). Dissatisfaction makes consumers leave the company with a negative attitude that relevant to the will not make repeat purchases attitude (33) in (31). Customers who are not satisfied with the service quality will express their dissatisfaction to the company directly. Customers even spread negative word-of-mouth to others, especially the era of information technology which enables the spreading of negative word-of-mouth over the internet. Customers who are not satisfied remain to have a negative attitude towards any service recovery strategies by companies (35). It can also decrease the desire of customers to use the services of these companies (36, 37) in (35).

Patients who are not satisfied with the quality of hospital services would look for other hospitals. Service quality is now a demand from customers. Feedback and customer expectations have a major role in improving the quality of service and increasing customer satisfaction (38). Zamazalová (39) in (40) suggests the factors that affect customer satisfaction is the product (in terms of product quality, availability, etc.), price, service, distribution systems, and product image.

### 1.3. Corporate Entrepreneurship

Contemporary entrepreneurship researches have started with research of economist Joseph Schumpeter in 1883-1950. Schumpeter defines the entrepreneurship as a “creative destruction” process in which entrepreneurs change continuously the current products or production methods with news or destroys (15). Lumpkin and Dess (41) in (15) have defined the corporate entrepreneurship as a “new entry” referring the first entry to new or established market with new or current goods/services. Corporate entrepreneurship includes to the product innovation, risk taking, and proactive behavior (42) in (15).

Corporate entrepreneurship is a process, in which product, service, or innovative methods are established by creating an entrepreneurial culture in an organization (43) in (44). Corporate entrepreneurship can be defined as running a new business in developing corporates in form of internal innovation, joint measures or ownership, modernization of products and processes, and management of innovations (45), in (44). (44) define the term corporate entrepreneurship as a process that goes on within a founded firm, regardless of its size, and leads not only to new business ventures but also to other innovative activities and orientations such as development of new products, services, technologies, managerial techniques, strategies and competitive postures. Several researches have identified some indicators that are considered as manifest of entrepreneurial behavior. These include innovation, risk-taking, productiveness, and competitive aggressiveness (15).

### 3. Results and Discussions

This study is using factor analysis that aim to explore new indicators that form factor. Model or factor analysis techniques, using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The result of the calculation according to Maholtra (46), there are several key statistics, among others: the Bartlett’s test of Sphericity, which is used to test the interdependence between the traits as an indicator or factor. This analysis intends to determine indicators that are not correlated with each other (colinearity) in the population. If proved, there are indicators that are correlated then one of these indicators do not need to be analyzed. While Keiser-Meyer Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy, is an index number to compare the magnitude of the correlation coefficient between observations with a partial correlation coefficient. The result of the calculation is as follow Table 5.5

Value of Keiser-Meyer Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy calculation result is 0.621> 0.5, which means that the correlation between the indicators can explain other indicators and analysis of appropriate factors to be used as an analysis tool. Research results in Table 5.8 shows the components that form factor six. It shows there are six factors that formed from the rotation factor. Component factors stop the eigenvalue of 1.140 Table 5.9. Percentage of variance, ie a total of variance explained these attributes. The attributes of each factor is 61.379%. This value is more than 50% so the factor formed by the analysis process can be accepted. Matrix factors is factor that contain of factor loadings of all indicators on all the factors that have been chosen. From this matrix of factors can be seen the influence of an indicator to the factors. The result of component matrix calculation can be seen in Table 5.9 which indicates there are six factors formed. Component matrix is a factor process in the placement of each factor, but at
this stage is the rotation process has not been maximal yet, so there are factors that do not contain indicators. To ensure the indicators are spread on different factors need to be done by rotation. The rotation techniques which used is varimax. This rotation technique is most often used technique. Here are the results of the calculation of the rotation factor more Table 5.11
The calculation result of factors rotation indicate there are 6 factors formed. In the factors rotation that can be interpreted if the loading factor has a value of more than 0.5.

1. The first factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on X3, X1, X18, X14, and X15 indicators.
2. The second factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on X1, X2, and X9 indicators.
3. The third factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on the X16 indicator.
4. The fourth factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on X5, X19, and X9 indicators.
5. The fifth factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on X6, X17, and X11 indicators.
6. The sixth factor that has greater value than 0.5 is on X4, X11, and X13 indicators.

After rotation factor phase, the next step interpret the factors. This step aims to determine which indicators can be included in a factor and which one is not included in a factor. Naming each factor in this study use surrogate methods, that is the named factor method based on the highest value of the factor loading on each factor formed. Therefore, there are six factors formed which influence patient satisfaction of health-BPJS after check up at the government hospital (Dr. Soetomo Hospital and Hajj Public Hospital).

The first factor that has a value greater than 0.5 on skill and knowledge indicator of the medical team for treating patients already good (X1), the information from the medical team delivered a clear and easy to understand the patient / family (X2), the medical team provide the services to the patient quickly (X10), health services infrastructure supported by sophisticated technology (X13), officers who provide services to patients is on time (X14), and medical team in providing services to patients able to well communicate (X15). The lowest factor loading value lies on the thirteenth indicator (X13) with a loading value of 0.790. The indicator refers to the health services infrastructure supported by sophisticated technology. Based on these indicators, the first factor is called the reliability factor.

The second factor that has a value of more than 0.5 on friendliness indicator of medical personnel who provide the service to patients (X1), the medical team in providing services to patients is polite (X2), and the hospital has complete facilities and infrastructure (X3). The highest factor loading value lies on the second indicator (X3) with a value of 0.764 loading. The indicator is about the politeness medical team in providing services to patients. Based on these indicators, it is called empathy factor.

The third factor that has a value of more than 0.5 on enough parking space indicator (X11), with the value of the loading factor of 0.62. The indicator is about the parking space which is large enough. Based on these indicators, it is called supporting facilities factor. The fourth factor that has a value of more than 0.5 on easy of technical and administrative requirements that must be fulfilled indicator (X5), medical equipment is clean / hygienic (X15) and laboratory service queue was not too long (X19). The highest factor loading value lies on the nineteenth indicator (X19) with a value of 0.677 loading. That indicator is about the laboratory service queues which are not too long. Based on these indicators, it is called administrative factors.

The fifth factor that has a value of more than 0.5 on the indicator of patient service time suit to the schedule (X6) and medical team is fair in providing services to patients (X17). The highest factor loading value lies on sixth indicator (X6) with values loading 0.820. The indicators regard to patient service time suit to the schedule. Based on these indicators, it is called the service factor.

The sixth factor that has a value of more than 0.5 on the indicator of service flow were easy to understand (X4), the halls of the hospital, waiting rooms, and cleanliness and discipline were good (X11) and the cleanliness of the room was good (X12). The highest loading factor value lies on the twelfth indicator (X12) with a value loading 0.755. The indicator regard to the cleanliness of the rooms were already good. Based on these indicator, it is called hospital hygiene factor.

4. Conclusion
Factors affecting patient satisfaction of Health-BPJS participant after get treatment at the government hospital (Dr. Soetomo Hospital and Hajj Public Hospital) formed by six factors. Factors that formed was named by the reliability factor, empathy factor, the factor means of support, administrative factors, service factors, and factors of hospital hygiene. Indicators with the highest loading values obtained from the rotation calculation factors are indicators of X13 on the reliability factor is the health services infrastructure supported by sophisticated technology.
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